Cost-effective, high-throughput epigenomic technologies have begun to emerge, rapidly replacing the candidate gene approach to molecular epidemiology and offering a comprehensive strategy for the study of epigenetics in human subjects. Epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS) provide new opportunities for advancing our understanding of epigenetic changes associated with complex disease states. However, such analyses are complicated by the dynamic nature of DNA methylation. In contrast to genomic studies, where genotype is essentially constant across somatic cells, EWAS present a new set of challenges, largely due to differential DNA methylation across distinct cell types, particularly for studies involving heterogeneous tissue sources, and changes in the epigenetic profile that occur over time. This review describes potential applications of EWAS from the viewpoint of the molecular epidemiologist, along with special considerations and pitfalls involved in the design of such studies.
Introduction
The term epigenetics was originally applied in the early half of the 20 th century to describe "causal mechanisms" of embryogenesis in the field of developmental biology [Waddington 1942] . Since that time it has burgeoned into a flourishing discipline with a much broader context, particularly over the course of the last few decades. During this transformation, the definition of epigenetics has expanded beyond developmental biology and evolved to encompass any mitotically stable modification that influences (or at least has the potential to influence) gene expression without altering the underlying DNA sequence. Epigenetic modifications include DNA methylation, histone modifications (e.g. acetylation, methylation, ubiquitylation or sumoylation, etc.), and the now large field encompassing the many effects of non-coding RNAs. Disturbances or variations in these mechanisms have been associated with a myriad of human diseases and thus have garnered the attention of molecular epidemiologists as a major target for research.
DNA methylation is credited as the first epigenetic modification to be described on a molecular basis [Holliday and Pugh 1975] and has been the most widely studied to date, particularly in the context of molecular epidemiology, and thus will be the focus of the remainder of this review. Much of this attention can be attributed to the general stability of DNA methylation and its amenability to measurement using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based laboratory techniques. DNA methylation involves the covalent attachment of a methyl group to cytosine at the 5-carbon position of its pyrimidine ring, resulting in 5-methylcytosine, in a reaction catalyzed by DNA methyltransferase (DNMT). This occurs primarily in the context of CpG dinucleotides, where a cytosine base is positioned upstream and adjacent to a guanine base in the DNA sequence [Tost 2010 ]. CpGs are overrepresented in enriched regions referred to as CpG islands (CGI). These CGIs are situated throughout the genome and can be found within the 5′ promoter region of approximately 60% of transcribed genes. Methylation of CGIs in promoter regions (commonly referred to as simply "promoter methylation") has been generally associated with transcriptional repression (Figure 1 ), which experimental evidence suggests operates through recruitment of repressors that signal changes in chromatin conformation through histone modification and via interference with the binding of transcriptional activators [Choudhuri et al. 2010] . Promoter methylation may arise as part of pathologic states or during normal genomic processes including X-inactivation, imprinting [Esteller 2008 ] or tissue differentiation [Eckhardt et al. 2006; Schilling and Rehli 2007; Illingworth et al. 2008; Rakyan et al. 2008 ]. An estimated 8-12% of gene promoters are methylated under normal conditions [Meaburn and Schulz 2012] . Recent evidence suggests that methylation of DNA sequences located outside but within 2kb distance of a CpG island (dubbed "shores") is also associated with transcriptional repression and has key involvement in cellular differentiation [Doi et al. 2009; Irizarry et al. 2009 ]. Clearly, genomic context plays a very important (and complex) role in the phenotypic expression of any effects associated with DNA methylation, specifically including transcriptional repression.
At the same time, transcriptional repression is only part of the story, as it is not the only way in which DNA methylation can influence the genome. The human genome is estimated to contain approximately 30 million CpGs [Milosavljevic 2011 ], 70-90% of which are methylated under normal, healthy conditions [Miranda and Jones 2007] . Methylation of individual CpGs situated outside of the CGI context, particularly those located within DNA sequence repeats, retrotransposons, telomeres and pericentromeric regions, help to maintain genomic stability [Ehrlich 2002; Hoffmann and Schulz 2005; Kulis and Esteller 2010] . In these regions, DNA methylation, in concert with changes in chromatin conformation, represses the expression of transposable elements, preventing them from actively transcribing and reinserting into the genome [Wilson et al. 2007] , thus diminishing the possibility of ensuing genetic recombination that could potentially compromise genomic stability or induce untoward mutations through retrotransposition. Methylation can also help to repress latent viral elements that have integrated into the DNA, further contributing to genomic stability [Kulis and Esteller 2010] . Additionally, in stark contrast to promoter methylation, methylation in the gene body can actually lead to increased transcriptional activation [Rivera and Bennett 2010; Baylin and Jones 2011] . The afore-described multiple roles of DNA methylation in gene expression and genomic stability, and corresponding consequences of its dysregulation, make it an intriguing target for molecular epidemiology studies.
Epigenetics, Aging & Human Disease
The contribution of epigenetic alterations to human disease is now widely acknowledged. Epigenetic marks are plastic and can be altered at different points during the life course, which can have varying impact on disease susceptibility and development. This has long been appreciated in cancer research; DNA methylation is among the most common somatic errors involved in carcinogenesis [Brennan and Flanagan 2012] and in fact may account for a higher proportion of tumor suppressor gene inactivation than mutation. An estimated 5-10% of CGIs that are normally unmethylated under non-pathologic conditions are methylated in cancer cells [Baylin and Jones 2011] , although this is frequently accompanied by an overall epigenome-wide methylation loss [Kulis and Esteller 2010] . In recent years, momentum has also been building around the study of epigenetic events in the context of aging and other diseases (including autoimmune disorders, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and neurodegenerative disorders, among others), with the role of alterations in DNA methylation now becoming well recognized as an important component of these processes [Calvanese et al. 2009; Brooks et al. 2010; Ordovas and Smith 2010; Jayaraman 2011; Qureshi and Mehler 2011; Cowley et al. 2012] . While replication of DNA methylation marks occurs with high fidelity and precision during mitosis (on the order of 95-99%) [Bell and Spector 2011] , it should be noted that this is not a perfect process and errors do occur. It is these errors, along with interpersonal epigenetic differences including those arising in response to variations in the genome or exposome of individuals, that we as epidemiologists seek to study in the context of health-related states.
Twin studies have demonstrated that epigenetic discordance between identical siblings increases over time; particularly as more time is spent apart [Fraga et al. 2005; Petronis 2006; Ballestar 2010] . It is presently unclear whether such variation stems from stochastic events that occur over time, are preprogrammed, or represent an adaptive response to various exposures encountered during life (or a combination of these events). The latter notion of epigenetic adaptability in response to exogenous or endogenous stimuli represents a resurgence of the old and once dismissed Lamarkian theory of evolution [Handel and Ramagopalan 2010] . However, while such plasticity may convey an immediate or potential survival advantage for the adapted cell or tissue, it may ultimately predispose the individual to or contribute to the genesis of disease later in life.
There is additional mounting evidence that environmental or dietary exposures or maternal signals such as stress that are sustained during the developmental stages, in particular during prenatal development, can result in epigenetic errors or modifications that propagate throughout somatic tissues [Calkins and Devaskar 2011; Gluckman et al. 2011 ]. Similar as was described for epigenetic adaptations during adulthood, epigenetic alterations sustained early in pre-or neonatal development may confer a growth or survival advantage in the face of the stimulus that may dissipate over time, ceasing to confer a benefit but rather predisposing the individual to disease later in adult life (referred to as fetal origins of adult disease).
Further, newly emerging evidence indicates that disease risk or altered phenotype can derive from constitutional epimutations, which occur during development and propagate somawide systemic epigenetic aberrations that potentially predispose the affected individual to later disease [Hitchins 2010; Issa and Garber 2011; Brennan and Flanagan 2012] . From the viewpoint of the epidemiologist, identification and characterization of such constitutional DNA methylation events are of great interest due to their potential importance in etiologic research and implications towards risk stratification and disease prevention. Several types of epimutations have been postulated [Brennan and Flanagan 2012] . This includes those arising from genetic mutations (either cis or trans), such as has been described for with the heritable soma-wide epigenetic silencing of MSH2 (resulting in Lynch syndrome), which occurs due to terminal deletions of the adjacent upstream EPCAM gene causing the transcription machinery to errantly transcribe through the MSH2 gene, leading to its eventual epigenetic silencing [Ligtenberg et al. 2009 ]. Other sources of epimutation include errors in the setting of methylation marks during embryogenesis, or purely occurring heritable constitutive errors that arise independent of genetics, for which the constitutive silencing of MLH1 is presently a candidate, although it is still not entirely clear that this does not stem from an unknown trans influence [Hesson et al. 2010 ].
Emergence of Epigenome-Wide Association Studies
Powerful new genome-wide technologies have begun to emerge in recent years, rapidly replacing the candidate gene approach to molecular epidemiology and offering a systematic, unbiased strategy for the study of epigenetics in human subjects. This strategy has been likened to the genome-wide association studies (GWAS), which constituted a large part of the early "omics" revolution, and is credited with uncovering more than 800 genetic variations associated with more than 150 disease states or phenotypes [Hindorff et al. 2009 ]. However, despite early enthusiasm, the GWAS approach has been disappointing in regard to the identification of high-penetrance genes (most, although not all, have been low penetrance variants with uncertain clinical relevance) [Hindorff et al. 2009 ], and we are still only able to explain a fraction of familial cancer risk (8% for breast cancer, 20% for prostate cancer and 6% for colorectal cancer [Stadler et al. 2010] ). DNA sequence variations identified through GWAS are estimated to account for less than 30% of phenotypic variation in humans [Lander 2011] , although this may be somewhat of an underestimate since it assumes independence of genotypes, ignoring intergenic and environmental interactions. Regardless, it can be agreed that whatever the actual phenotypic contribution, genetics is not wholly responsible for our traits, underscoring the notion that our inherited genetic code does not unilaterally determine our health. In other words, our DNA does not fully dictate our destiny -other forces (including epigenetics) are at play.
This has contributed to the current enthusiasm for the post-GWAS era of molecular epidemiology, bringing about a rapid expansion of "omic" technologies, including the emergence of epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS). Such comprehensive studies provide new opportunities for advancing our understanding of epigenetic changes associated with complex disease states and are made possible in large-scale epidemiologic studies by the availability of relatively cost-effective high-throughput technologies, in particular for DNA methylation studies. Table I provides select examples of recent EWAS studies from the epidemiologic literature [Feber et al. 2011; Marsit et al. 2011; Rakyan et al. 2011a; Bell et al. 2012; Hasler et al. 2012; Joubert et al. 2012; Shenker et al. 2012] , illustrating the diversity in research question, study design and sample source.
Application of EWAS in Human Studies
There are several general ways in which EWAS can be applied to the study of human health and disease:
Etiology
Etiologic research using human subjects is crucial to our understanding of the genesis and behavior of human disease, interpersonal epigenetic variation, and epigenetic alterations that occur in response to aging, environmental exposures, or other potential modifiers that may play a role such as genes, hormones or in-utero events. The comprehensive nature of EWAS can greatly facilitate the study of epigenetic drivers of physiologic processes and disease, rapidly advancing our understanding of aging and pathogenesis.
Tissue differentiation
To study epigenetic biomarkers and determinants of disease, we first must be able to define "normal" or "healthy" so that we have a frame of reference for determining the normalcy of our observed epigenetic marks. Epigenome-wide interrogation of CpGs allows for the identification of differentially methylated CpG loci or regions that can be used as markers of cell or tissue specific lineage (tDMRs) and provides a baseline from which to determine whether changes have occurred in epigenetic studies of disease.
Biomarkers
DNA methylation lends itself nicely for use in diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers of disease, as well as prediction of disease behavior. It is relatively stable, at least as compared with RNA or protein, and can be readily converted into PCR-based locus-specific assays that can potentially be used in a clinical setting. As previously discussed, it is involved in a variety of cellular functions, including transcriptional repression, differentiation and maintenance of genomic stability; and alterations to these marks have been associated with a variety of disease states. Epigenetic biomarker research has been greatly enhanced through the introduction of epigenome-wide platforms, expanding the ability of the researcher to identify relevant loci and capacity to identify clinically-relevant multi-locus methylation profiles.
Pharmaco-epigenetics
A subset of the latter category, epigenetic biomarkers may also have utility in the recently emerging field of pharmaco-epigenetics by providing indications of therapeutic response, sensitivity or resistance, or as predictors of potentially adverse reactions. A quintessential example of this may be the association of promoter methylation of MGMT, a gene encoding a direct DNA repair enzyme of the same name that removes alkyl damage, and enhanced survival among glioma patients treated with the alkylating agent, temozolomide [Fukushima et al. 2009 ].
Special Considerations in EWAS
As was the case with GWAS, properly conducted EWAS require adequate sample-size to achieve the necessary statistical power to address the research question at hand, particularly for detection of small to moderate effect sizes. Power calculations, however, can be challenging in this field, as it is newly emerging and thus less preliminary data and corresponding theory exists than is available for GWAS (this has recently been recently reviewed in more detail by Rakyan et al [Rakyan et al. 2011b] ). Epigenome-wide platforms are now capable of interrogating methylation at hundreds of thousands to millions of CpGs. It is therefore critical that multiple comparisons are accounted for to control type I error, and will become even more crucial as the size of the epigenome-wide platforms (and thus the number of data points generated per sample) continues to expand. Even with safeguards to limit multiple comparisons, replication of significant results in an independent dataset remains of paramount importance to mitigate reporting of spurious disease associations. Furthermore, when applying epigenomics for candidate gene discovery, it may be necessary to prioritize candidate loci for efficient replication in single locus studies [Fazzari and Greally 2010] . This can be achieved in a number of ways, including ranking by p-value, effect size, or test statistic, either alone or in conjunction with biological considerations.
Despite the common genomic scale and complementary potential of GWAS and EWAS, there are fundamental differences that must be heeded when considering implementation of a EWAS design in epidemiologic studies. In particular, these differences center on the dynamic nature of DNA methylation as compared to the static existence of the genome, as described below. A side-by-side contrast of GWAS and EWAS is presented in Table II .
Tissue heterogeneity
There are hundreds of distinct cell types in the human body, all possessing an identical genetic code [Slomko et al. 2012] . Whereas genotype is stable across somatic cells, the epigenetic signature varies in a cell and tissue dependent manner [Igarashi et al. 2008; Christensen et al. 2009; Accomando et al. 2012; Houseman et al. 2012; Koestler et al. 2012; Reinius et al. 2012; Wiencke et al. 2012] . This can have profound implications on the interpretation of EWAS data since it means that some or all of the epigenetic variation observed in biospecimens containing more than one cell type may be attributed to differences in cell proportions in the samples. Furthermore, tissues sustain differential levels of exposure to endogenous and exogenous agents and may also vary in their response to such exposures in a tissue or cell-specific manner. Thus biospecimen selection for EWAS must be carefully considered, depending upon the disease or outcome of interest and corresponding study hypothesis.
Blood as a surrogate tissue-Blood may be an attractive DNA source for conducting EWAS, as it is commonly collected and archived in epidemiologic studies (including neonatal cord blood and Guthrie card samples). It represents a logical target tissue for many cardiovascular or leukocyte-associated disorders (including autoimmune diseases) or may be employed as a surrogate tissue to examine systemic alterations in DNA methylation due to constitutional epimutations or in response to aging, exposures or disease. For these reasons, blood may often be a choice tissue for EWAS, although there are several considerations that must be kept in mind when designing such a study. If using blood as a surrogate, it should be noted that epigenetic alterations that are observed in blood may not necessarily reflect changes occurring in other tissues. Further, blood is a very heterogeneous tissue, comprised of a broad mixture of multiple discrete cell types. Therefore, when blood is used for EWAS, it is imperative that the relative proportions of these constituents be taken into account, as each cell type bears its own specific DNA methylation signature. Since personal characteristics, behaviors, exogenous exposures, or pathologic states can modulate the circulating immune profile [Cheng et al. 2004; Mehta et al. 2008; Szabo and Mandrekar 2009; Federico et al. 2010; Kiecolt-Glaser et al. 2010; Oertelt-Prigione 2012] , inter-subject variation in leukocyte distribution can potentially confound the observed relationship between methylation and the disease or exposure of interest (Figure 2 ). Until now, this has proven a major practical challenge (and is often altogether ignored), requiring additional time-consuming quantification of relative leukocyte proportions in the peripheral blood. Fluorescent activated cell sorting (a.k.a. FACS or flow cytometry) is expensive and requires fresh blood samples (and therefore is not practical for use with most archival specimens collected as part of epidemiologic studies), while manual blood differentials do not distinguish between T, B and NK cells, simply classifying them collectively as "lymphocytes" and thus losing important information. Large-scale international efforts, such as the International Human Epigenome Consortium (IHEC; http://ihec-epigenomes.net/), BLUEPRINT (http://www.blueprint-epigenome.eu/), ENCODE (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ ENCODE/) and Roadmap Epigenomics Project (http://www.roadmapepigenomics.org/), are currently underway to establish epigenomic roadmaps for humans, creating reference epigenomes that can be used to identify tDMRs. New statistical methods have recently been described that apply tDMR information to estimate leukocyte fractions using epigenomic profiles of peripheral blood , which can in turn be applied to bloodbased EWAS analyses to adjust for inter-individual immune variation.
Findings from blood-based EWAS will be a practical challenge to interpret, in most cases. For example, an EWAS finding may represent constitutional alterations in DNA methylation (akin to 'epimutations'), reflect the emergence of small but important and heretofore not characterized subsets of immune cells (e.g. rare activated immune cells that are phenotypically important such as dendritic cells, etc.) that signal an immune response (potentially chronic and one that could presage disease but also change over time) associated with the disease of interest or, finally, an EWAS hit may possibly signal the effects of an exposure that acts over time on all cells in the body. Results should be evaluated with caution as these interpretations may be difficult to distinguish in some cases.
Temporality
The characteristic mitotic stability of epigenetic modifications does not necessarily imply a complete static state. Unlike genotype, which is essentially the same for each person at conception as it is at death, the epigenetic profile of an individual changes over time. Epigenetic events occur during the aging process and in response to exogenous exposures, bringing about an increased potential for confounding and necessitating careful consideration of this lurking pitfall when designing studies or interpreting results. It is also another reason why thoughtful selection of a biospecimen source is so critical for EWAS, as cells and tissues may be differentially vulnerable to exposures or may age in divergent ways [Brennan and Flanagan 2012] arousing the possibility of interaction between tissuespecificity and temporality of DNA methylation marks. Aging is a combination of both cellular mitosis and temporal existence in the face of damaging processes, such as oxidative stress; these are quite different situations and may have very different epigenetic consequences. Additionally, heed must be paid to the notion of reverse causality. Not only can epigenetic dysregulation lead to disease, but pathologies can instigate epigenetic dysregulation. Whereas cross-sectional genotyping (i.e. at study enrollment) in case-control studies provides a genetic record of the subject that almost certainly preceded the onset of disease, this is not a valid assumption in the case of DNA methylation. This leaves molecular epidemiogists faced with a paradox reminiscent of the chicken and the egg in establishing whether an observed epigenetic alteration is a cause or consequence of disease, underscoring the critical importance of establishing a temporal relationship between the two. While case-control studies may still be appropriate for initial conduct of EWAS, particularly for studying rare diseases or outcomes, significant findings should be replicated in prospective studies to rule out reverse causality, necessitating the continued establishment of large consortiums for studying associations between epigenetics and rare events.
Platform selection
In a perfect world with infinite resources, high-throughput methylome sequencing (i.e. nextgeneration sequencing) would be the ideal technology for use in EWAS due to its complete genomic coverage at a single-base resolution and reliable reproducibility [Zhao and Zhang 2011] . However, at the present time this technology is still extremely cost prohibitive for most researchers, although the pricing has rapidly deescalated over the past few years and is anticipated to reach manageable levels for routine epidemiologic use in the relatively near future. Until that day arrives, other powerful technologies are available on the commercial market for interrogation on an epigenome-wide scale that may be used to conduct EWAS. Our personal technology of choice for use in epidemiologic studies is the Infinium 450K BeadArray (Illumina, San Diego, CA) -an array-based platform capable of interrogating methylation status at more than 450,000 bases -due to cost (it can be run for hundreds of dollars per sample rather than thousands) and coverage considerations. However, a drawback of this technology is that use of archival formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue can be challenging due to the damaged and fragmented nature of such samples, although additional ligation steps have been described to mitigate this issue [Thirlwell et al. 2010] . Molecular epidemiologists should select the optimal platform based on the specific needs and resource availability for their study; the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies have been recently reviewed in detail elsewhere [Fazzari and Greally 2010; Rakyan et al. 2011b; Bock 2012 ].
Summary
It is important to remember that the EWAS is still a relatively nascent approach to molecular epidemiology and is not yet as well established as the GWAS. Consequently, the methodology is still developing, as there are distinct issues and considerations that accompany epigenetic research as compared with genomic analyses, and thus we will encounter bumps in the road as we progress. However, continued efforts involving carefully designed studies by investigators that account for the temporal and histologic plasticity of DNA methylation will continue to drive the field forward allowing it to overcome such growing pains, unlocking the vast potential of epigenomics for use in epidemiologic studies. As time progresses, the eventual integration of epigenomics with other "omic" approaches will critically inform our understanding of phenotypic expression and disease risk and provide for rapid advancements in biomedical science, which in turn will contribute to the ultimate goal of improving public health and well-being. The relationship between exposure/personal characteristic, relative leukocyte proportions, and DNA methylation profiles in blood. Table I Select examples of EWAS studies in the current literature. 
